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Abstract

Background Although neuroendocrine tumors (NETs)

are rare, the number of patients with NET is increasing.

However, in Japan, there have been no epidemiological

studies on NET since 2005; thus, the prevalence of NET

remains unknown.

Methods We reported the epidemiology of gastroentero-

pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (GEP-NETs) [pancreatic

neuroendocrine tumors (PNETs) and gastrointestinal neu-

roendocrine tumors (GI-NETs)] in Japan in 2005. Here, we

conducted the second nationwide survey on patients with

GEP-NETs who received treatment in 2010.

Results A total of 3,379 patients received treatment for

PNETs in 2010, representing a 1.2-fold increase in the

number of patients from 2005 to 2010. The prevalence was

estimated to be 2.69/100,000, with an annual onset inci-

dence of 1.27/100,000 in 2010. Non-functioning tumor

(NF)-PNETs comprised 65.5 % of cases followed by

insulinoma (20.9 %) and gastrinoma (8.2 %). Interestingly,

the number of patients with NF-PNETs increased *1.8

fold since 2005. A total of 19.9 % of patients exhibited

distant metastasis at initial diagnosis; 4.3 % had compli-

cations with multiple endocrine neoplasia type 1 (MEN-1),

and only 4.0 % had NF-PNETs associated with MEN-1.

Meanwhile, an estimated 8,088 patients received treatment

for GI-NETs, representing a *1.8-fold increase since

2005. The prevalence was estimated to be 6.42/100,000,

with an annual onset incidence of 3.51/100,000. The

locations of GI-NETs varied: foregut, 26.1 %; midgut,

3.6 %; and hindgut, 70.3 %. Distant metastasis and com-

plications with MEN-1 were observed in 6.0 and 0.42 % at

initial diagnosis, respectively. The frequency of carcinoid

syndrome in patients with GI-NETs was 3.2 %.

Conclusion We clarified the epidemiological changes in

GEP-NETs from 2005 to 2010 in Japan.
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Introduction

Neuroendocrine tumors (NETs) are generally considered

rare tumors that progress slowly [1]. However, according to

the surveillance, epidemiology, and end results (SEER)

study, a US epidemiological database, the number of

patients has been increasing; the incidence rate of the

disease increased fivefold from 1.09 per 100,000 people in

1973 to 5.25 per 100,000 people in 2004 [2]. Although the

reasons for this increase are unclear, the recognition of the

disease and improved diagnostic technology may be par-

tially responsible. Thus, continued accumulation and

examination of data regarding the trend of the actual

number of patients is necessary [3, 4].

However, in Japan, the prevalence of gastroenteropan-

creatic NETs (GEP-NETs) [pancreatic endocrine tumors

(PNETs) and gastrointestinal neuroendocrine tumors (GI-

NETs)] is unclear. Consequently, a nationwide epidemio-

logical survey of patients with GEP-NET who received

treatment from January 1 to December 31, 2005 was con-

ducted in [5]; thus, the difference in the prevalence of the

disease between Japan and Western nations gradually

became clear. The large differences in GEP-NETs between

Japan and Western nations are primarily due to differences

in the presence of multiple endocrine neoplasia type 1

(MEN-1) in NF-PETs as well as the location, symptomatic

status, and prevalence of malignancy in GI-NETs [5]. The

present study reports the second nationwide survey on

patients with GEP-NETs who received treatment in 2010.

Furthermore, the epidemiological changes in these patients

from 2005 to 2010 were examined.

Methods

We conducted the second nationwide survey to examine

the epidemiology of GEP-NETs in Japan. The subjects

were patients with GEP-NETs including PNETs and GI-

NETs who received treatment from January 1 to December

31, 2010. Subjects were collected using a nationwide

stratified random sampling method similar to that used in

the first survey [5]. In brief, the departments of gastroen-

terology, gastroenterological surgery, endocrinology, and

metabolic medicine of each hospital were listed, and

stratified random sampling was used to select departments

for the survey. The sampling rates for the stratum of gen-

eral hospitals with \100, 100–199, 200–299, 300–399,

400–499, and C500 beds and university hospitals were 5,

10, 20, 40, 80, 100, and 100 %, respectively. To increase

the efficiency of this survey, we added some relevant

departments in which many patients with GEP-NETs were

expected to be treated; they were considered a special

stratum and were all selected. A questionnaire was directly

mailed to the heads of the 6,339 randomly selected

departments at the abovementioned sampling rates.

Returned questionnaires providing information about 3,366

patients including 1,273 patients with PNETs and 2,093

with GI-NETs were collected. A response rate was 20.2 %.

The diagnosis of GEP-NETs was classified according to the

WHO 2010 criteria [6]. However, mixed adenoneuroen-

docrine carcinoma (MANEC) and hyperplastic and prene-

oplastic lesions were excluded. Regarding PNETs, patients

with clinical symptoms and elevated plasma hormone

levels were diagnosed as having a functioning PNET. On

the other hand, patients without clinical symptoms and with

no elevation of plasma hormone levels were diagnosed as

having a nonfunctioning tumor (NF-PNET) regardless of

whether the hormone production was evaluated by immu-

nohistochemistry or mRNA detection in the tumor tissue.

Results

Epidemiology of PNETs in Japan

Epidemiology (Table 1)

The data collected from the present survey showed the

estimated total number of patients treated for PNETs in the

year 2010 was 3,379 [95 % confidence interval (CI)

3,173–3,580] and the overall prevalence was 2.69 per

100,000 people (95 % CI 2.29–3.08). This represents an

approximately 1.2-fold increase since 2005. The total

number of patients treated for functioning tumors was

estimated to be 1,105 (95 % CI 868–1,342), and the overall

prevalence was 0.88 per 100,000 people (95 % CI

0.65–1.05). On the other hand, the total number of patients

treated for non-functioning tumors was estimated to be

2,274 (95 % CI 1,759–2,789), and the overall prevalence

was 1.81 per 100,000 people (95 % CI 1.51–2.11). There

were more patients with functioning PNETs than NF-

PNETs in 2005, while the opposite trend was observed in

2010. The incidence rates of PNETs, functioning tumors,

and NF-PETs in 2010 were estimated to be 1.27 per

100,000 people (95 % CI 1.08–1.46), 0.41 per 100,000

people (95 % CI 0.32–0.48), and 0.87 per 100,000 people

(95 % CI 0.72–1.01), respectively. The number of new-

onset functioning PNETs in 2010 was similar to that in

2005; however, the number of new-onset NF-PNETs in

2010 was approximately 1.7-fold greater than that in 2005.

Distribution of PNETs in Japan in 2010 (Table 2)

NF-PNETs were the most common PNETs in Japan in

2010, comprising 65.5 % of all PNETs. Meanwhile,

functioning tumors comprised 34.5 % of PNETs. The most
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frequent functioning PNETs were insulinoma (20.9 %)

followed by gastrinoma (8.2 %). Glucagonoma, VIPoma,

and somatostatinoma had low frequencies of 3.2, 0.6, and

0.3 %, respectively.

Histopathological distribution of PNETs in Japan in 2010

(Table 3a)

The histological survey was conducted according to the 2010

WHO classification. This survey comprised 2 parts: one was

for NETs (G1/G2) and the other for neuroendocrine carci-

noma (NEC; small-cell or large-cell type). The frequency of

NECs among all PNETs was 7.5 %. The frequency of NECs

among NF-PNETs was high at the rate of 9.7 % compared

with that among functioning PNETs at the rate of 3.2 %.

Percentages of distant metastases and association

of MEN-1 in PNETs (Table 4)

Among the patients with PNETs, 19.9 % exhibited distant

metastases at initial diagnosis; the percentages among

functioning PNETs and NF-PNETs were 16.9 % and

21.3 %, respectively. Among functioning PNETs, gastrin-

oma accounted for 30.2 %, whereas insulinoma accounted

for 9.3 %. With regard to the grade of WHO calcification,

the percentage of distant metastases in patients with NEC

at initial diagnosis was high at the rate of 46.3 % compared

with that in patients with NET G1/G2 at the rate of 12.9 %.

Especially, NF-PNETs patients with NEC was the most

prevalent at the rate of 51.9 %.

On the other hand, complications with MEN-1 accoun-

ted for 4.3 % of all PNETs (4.9 % of functioning PNETs

and 4.0 % of NF-PNETs). The percentage of complications

with MEN-1 among cases of gastrinoma was high (16.3 %)

but low among cases of insulinoma (0.8 %).

Epidemiology of GI-NETs in Japan in 2010

Epidemiology (Table 5)

The present survey estimated a total of 8,088 people (95 %

CI 5,669–10,507) were treated for GI-NETs in 2010. The

Table 2 Distribution of pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (PNETs)

in 2010

Number of patients Percentage (%)

Functioning PNETs 439/1,273 34.5

Insulinoma 266/1,273 20.9

Gastrinoma 104/1,273 8.2

Glucagonoma 42/1,273 3.2

VIPoma 8/1,273 0.6

Somatostatinoma 4/1,273 0.3

Others 17/1273 1.3

Non-functioning PNETs 834/1,273 65.5

Table 3 Percentages of neuroendocrine carcinoma (NEC) among

pancreatic and gastrointestinal neuroendocrine tumors in 2010

Number of patients Percentage (%)

(a) Total PNETs 95/1,273 7.5

Functioning PNETs 14/439 3.2

Insulinoma 5/266 1.9

Gastrinoma 6/104 5.8

Glucagonoma 1/42 2.4

VIPoma 0/8 0

Somatostatinoma 0/4 0

Others 2/17 11.8

Non-functioning PNETs 81/834 9.7

(b) Total GI-NETs 130/2,093 6.2

Foregut 93/737 12.6

Midgut 7/77 9.1

Hindgut 30/1,279 2.3

PNETs pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors, GI-NETs gastrointestinal

neuroendocrine tumors

Table 1 The trends of epidemiology of pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (PNETs) from 2005 to 2010 in Japan

2005* 2010

Total number of patients treated for PNET 2,845 (95 % CI 2,455–3,507) 3,379 (95 % CI 3,173–3,580)

Functioning tumors 1,627 (95 % CI 1,404–2,005) 1,105 (95 % CI 868–1,342)

Non-functioning tumors 1,218 (95 % CI 1,053–1,453) 2,274 (95 % CI 1,759–2,789)

Overall prevalence of PNETs (per 100,000 population) 2.23 (95 % CI 1.93–2.76) 2.69 (95 % CI 2.29–3.08)

Functioning tumors 1.27 (95 % CI 1.10–1.57) 0.88 (95 % CI 0.65–1.05)

Non-functioning tumors 0.95 (95 % CI 0.82–1.17) 1.81 (95 % CI 1.51–2.11)

Incidence rate of PNETs (per 100,000 population) 1.01 (95 % CI 0.88–1.25) 1.27 (95 % CI 1.08–1.46)

Functioning tumors 0.5 (95 % CI 0.44–0.62) 0.41 (95 % CI 0.32–0.48)

Non-functioning tumors 0.51 (95 % CI 0.88–1.25) 0.87 (95 % CI 0.72–1.01)

*Data modified from reference [5]

95 % CI 95 % confidence interval
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total numbers of patients treated for foregut, midgut, and

hindgut tumors in this group were 2,107 (95 % CI

1,189–3,028), 290 (95 % CI 271–349), and 5,690 (95 % CI

3,583–7,797), respectively. There were approximately 1.8

times as many patients in 2010 as those in 2005. The

overall prevalence of GI-NETs was 6.42 per 100,000

people (95 % CI 4.50–8.34). The overall prevalences of

foregut, midgut, and hindgut tumors were 1.67 (95 % CI

0.94–2.40), 0.23 (95 % CI 0.18–0.28), and 4.52 per

100,000 people (95 % CI 3.17–5.87), respectively. The

locations of GI-NETs varied: 26.1, 3.6, and 70.3 % were in

the foregut, midgut, and hindgut, respectively. Similar to

the survey results from 2005, the frequency of midgut

NETs was very low in Japan relative to that in Western

nations. Meanwhile, the incidence rate of GI-NETs in 2010

was estimated to be 3.51 per 100,000 people (95 % CI

2.50–4.53); the incidence rates of foregut, midgut, and

hindgut tumors in this group were 1.20 (95 % CI

0.48–1.91), 0.15 (95 % CI 0.12–0.18), and 2.12 per

100,000 people (95 % CI 1.56–2.67), respectively.

Although the incidence rates of foregut and hindgut tumors

clearly increased since 2005, no change in the incidence

rate of midgut tumors was observed.

Histopathological distribution of GI-NETs in Japan

in 2010 (Table 3b)

The frequency of NEC among all GI-NETs was 6.2 %.

NEC was most common among foregut NETs (12.6 %)

followed by midgut NETs (9.1 %) and hindgut NETs

(2.3 %).

Percentages of distant metastases and association

between MEN-1 and frequency of carcinoid syndrome

in GI-NETs (Table 6)

Among all patients with GI-NETs, distant metastases were

observed at initial diagnosis in 6.0 %. Regarding location,

midgut NETs were the most common (9.8 %) followed by

foregut NETs (8.6 %) and hindgut NETs (3.5 %). With

regard with the grade of WHO calcification, the percentage

of distant metastases in patients with NEC at initial diag-

nosis was high at the rate of 32.3 % compared with that in

patients with NET G1/G2 at the rate of 2.7 %. Especially,

foregut NETs patients with NEC was the most prevalent at

the rate of 40.9 %.

Meanwhile, complications with MEN-1 were observed

in 0.7 % of all GI-NETs. Regarding location, they were

observed in 0.7, 0, and 0.2 % of foregut, midgut, and

Table 4 Percentages of distant metastases and associated MEN-1 in

pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (PNETs) in 2010

Distant metastases (%) Associated

MEN-1

Total NET G1/G2 NEC (%)

Total PNETs 19.9 12.9 46.3 4.3

Functioning PNETs 16.9 17.2 14.3 4.9

Insulinoma 9.3 9.7 0 0.8

Gastrinoma 30.2 32.4 10.7 16.3

Glucagonoma 8.3 9.1 0 8.3

VIPoma 80.0 80.0 0 0

Somatostatinoma 100 100 0 0

Others 25.0 0 50 0

Non-functioning PNETs 21.3 12.9 51.9 4.0

MEN-1 multiple endocrine neoplasia type 1

Table 5 The trends of epidemiology of gastrointestinal neuroendocrine tumors (GI-NETs) from 2005 to 2010 in Japan

2005* 2010

Total number of patients treated for GI-NETs 4,406 (95 % CI 3,321–5,420) 8,088 (95 % CI 5,669–10,507)

Foregut 1,338 (95 % CI 1,009–1,640) 2,107 (95 % CI 1,189–3,028)

Midgut 423 (95 % CI 319–520) 290 (95 % CI 271–349)

Hindgut 2,645 (95 % CI 1,994–3,254) 5,690 (95 % CI 3,583–7,797)

Overall prevalence of GI-NETs (per 100,000 population) 3.45 (95 % CI 1.93–4.24) 6.42 (95 % CI 4.50–8.34)

Foregut 1.05 (95 % CI 0.59–1.28) 1.67 (95 % CI 0.94–2.40)

Midgut 0.33 (95 % CI 0.18–0.41) 0.23 (95 % CI 0.18–0.28)

Hindgut 2.07 (95 % CI 1.56–2.55) 4.52 (95 % CI 3.17–5.87)

Incidence rate of GI-NETs (per 100,000 population) 2.10 (95 % CI 1.56–2.54) 3.51 (95 % CI 2.50–4.53)

Foregut 0.64 (95 % CI 0.48–0.77) 1.20 (95 % CI 0.48–1.91)

Midgut 0.20 (95 % CI 0.15–0.24) 0.15 (95 % CI 0.12–0.18)

Hindgut 1.26 (95 % CI 0.94–1.52) 2.12 (95 % CI 1.56–2.67)

*Data modified from reference [5]

95 % CI 95 % confidence interval; Foregut esophagus, stomach and duodenum; Midgut jejunum, ileum and vermiform appendix; Hindgut large

intestine and colon
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hindgut NETs, respectively; this indicates complications

with MEN-1 in GI-NETs are rare in Japan.

In addition, the frequency of carcinoid syndrome in

patients with GI-NETs was 3.2 %. Thus, carcinoid syn-

drome in GI-NETs is observed less frequently in Japan

than Western nations. Regarding location, midgut NETs

were the most common (17.1 %) followed by foregut

NETs (4.2 %) and hindgut NETs (1.1 %).

Discussion

The second nationwide epidemiological survey of patients

with GEP-NETs was conducted in Japan in 2010, and the

data were compared with those from 2005 to elucidate

epidemiological changes.

An estimated 3,379 patients received treatment for

PNETs from January 1 to December 31, 2010 in Japan;

therefore, the prevalence of PNETs is about 2.69 per

100,000 people. In 2005, these figures were 2,845 and

2.23 per 100,000 people, respectively, indicating an

approximately 1.2-fold increase in the number of

patients. The incidences of new-onset PNETs in 2005 and

2010 were about 1.01 and 1.27 per 100,000 people,

respectively, indicating a 5-year increase in the incidence

of new-onset PNETs. Interestingly, the percentage of NF-

PNETs increased from 42.8 % in 2005 to 65.5 % in 2010,

approaching that of Western nations [2, 7, 8]. There are 2

possible reasons for this. First, the disease concept of

NETs disseminated among general clinicians; that is,

clinicians have become accustomed to keeping PNETs in

mind when treating pancreatic tumors. Second, the

availability of endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS), which

is useful for the diagnosis of pancreatic diseases [9, 10],

has made endoscopic ultrasound-guided fine-needle

aspiration (EUS-FNA) easy to perform for pancreatic

tumors, which were merely being followed-up before;

thus, the pathological diagnosis of PNETs has become

more accurate [11, 12].

An estimated 8,088 people received treatment for GI-

NETs in Japan in 2010, which means the prevalence of

patients with this disease was about 6.42 per 100,000

people; in 2005, these figures were 4,406 and 3.45 per

100,000 people, respectively, indicating a 1.8-fold increase

in the number of patients with this disease. In addition, the

incidence rate of new-onset GI-NETs increased from about

2.1 per 100,000 people in 2005 to about 3.51 per 100,000

people in 2010.

Similar to the 2005 survey, few patients had midgut

NETs and the locations of GI-NETs varied: 26.1, 3.6, and

70.3 % in the foregut, midgut, and hindgut, respectively. In

Western nations, 30–60 % of GEP-NETs are derived from

midgut [2, 13, 14] in contrast to the Japanese data. The

epidemiology of GEP-NETs was recently reported in Asian

nations including Taiwan [15], China [16], and Korea [17,

18]. Interestingly, the prevalence of patients with midgut

NETs in these nations is low like Japan, indicating ethnic

differences between Asians and Western populations.

The present study involved a survey conducted accord-

ing to the 2010 WHO classification [6]. The 2010 WHO

classification distinguishes between well-differentiated

NETs and poorly differentiated NECs of small- or large-

cell type. NETs are further divided with respect to Ki-67

index: NET G1 and NET G2. Before the present survey

was conducted, the frequency of NEC among GEP-NETs

in Japan was not clear. A Korean study [17] reports that the

frequency of NECs among all GEP-NETs is 2.84 %.

Meanwhile, in the present survey, the frequency of NEC

among all GEP-NETs in Japan was 6.7 % (225/3,366).

Interestingly, the frequency of NEC in NF-PNETs was

9.7 %, which is substantially higher than that reported in

Western nations, where NEC in NF-PNETs is uncommon

[8]. However, with regard to the grade of WHO calcifica-

tion, the percentage of distant metastases in patients with

NEC at initial diagnosis was high compared with that in

patients with NET G1/G2. Especially, NF-PNETs patients

with NEC was the most prevalent at the rate of 51.9 %. On

the other hand, the frequency of NEC among all GI-NETs

was 6.2 % in the present study; the common types were

foregut NEC (12.6 %), midgut NETs (9.1 %), and hindgut

NETs (2.3 %). Similarilly, the percentage of distant

metastases in patients with NEC at initial diagnosis was

high compared with that in patients with NET G1/G2.

According to the US SEER study, distant metastases are

present in 64 % of PNETs followed by cecal, colonic, and

small-intestinal NETs in 44, 32, and 30 % of PNETs,

respectively [6]. In European and American referral cen-

ters, up to 77 and 91 % of patients with PNETs and

intestinal NETs [19–22] present with distant metastases at

initial diagnosis, respectively [13]. In the present Japanese

study, patients in whom distant metastases were observed

at initial diagnosis accounted for 19.9 % of PNETs and

Table 6 Percentages of distant metastases, associated MEN-1 and

carcinoid syndrome in gastrointestinal neuroendocrine tumors (GI-

NETs) in 2010

Distant metastases (%) Associated

MEN-1 (%)

Carcinoid

syndrome

(%)Total NET

G1/G2

NEC

Total GI-NETs 6.0 2.7 32.3 0.42 3.2

Foregut 8.6 1.8 40.9 0.72 1.1

Midgut 9.8 5.9 28.6 0 17.1

Hindgut 3.5 2.2 26.7 0.16 4.2

MEN-1 multiple endocrine neoplasia type 1
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6.0 % of GI-NETs. Regarding the location of GI-NETs,

midgut NETs were the most common (9.8 %) followed by

foregut NETs (9.8 %) and hindgut NETs (3.5 %); however,

these frequencies are substantially lower than those

reported in Western nations. Furthermore, as shown in

Table 6, the frequency of carcinoid syndrome in patients

with GI-NETs is low (3.2 %) compared to that reported in

Western nations, suggesting ethnic differences.

At present, 4 genetic diseases—MEN-1, von Hippel-

Lindau (VHL) disease, von Recklinghausen disease, and

tuberous sclerosis—are thought to be associated with NETs

[23]. As for PNETs complicated with MEN-1 [24, 25] or

VHL, [26], screening must be performed at the initial

diagnosis of PNETs because of different surveillance

methods and treatment guidelines. MEN-1 is reported to be

complicated with NF-PNETs, gastrinoma, and insulinoma

at frequencies of about 80 %, 50 %, and 20 %, respectively

[23]. On the other hand, 20–25 % of gastrinomas and

4–5 % of insulinomas are reported to be complicated with

MEN-1 [27]. The rate of MEN-1 association in functional

PNETS in the present study (4.9 %) does not differ from

that reported in Western nations [27, 28]. However, MEN-

1 associated with NF-PNETs was observed in only 4.0 %

of cases in Japan. Furthermore, the presence of MEN-1 in

GI-NETs in the present study was only 0.7 %, whereas

approximately 30 % of NF-PETs are reported to be asso-

ciated with MEN-1 in Western nations [28]. The difference

in the frequencies of MEN-1 in NF-PETs and GI-NETs

between Japan and Western nations may be due to ethnic

differences as well.

There is currently no consensus regarding antitumor

chemotherapy drugs against advanced GEP-NETs in Japan,

and most treatment regimens are not covered by insurance.

Global clinical studies on various molecularly targeted

drugs against GEP-NETs were recently conducted. The

results show everolimus [29, 30], an mTOR inhibitor, and

sunitinib [31, 32], a multikinase inhibitor, are effective

against advanced PNETs (NET G1/G2); in addition,

octreotide LAR was shown to be effective against midgut-

derived, metastatic, well-differentiated NETs in 2009

(PROMID study) [33]. These drugs have become reim-

bursable as antitumor drugs for treating advanced GI-NETs

in Japan. Regarding NET, functionality, invasion depth,

and the presence or absence of metastases must be cor-

rectly evaluated and treatment administered on the basis of

the degrees of differentiation and malignancy of the tumor

[4, 34–36]. Although surgical total excision is the standard

treatment [37], some studies report that when radical

treatment is difficult, debulking surgery of primary lesions

and liver metastatic lesions effectively alleviate symptoms

and improve prognosis [4, 34, 37]. On the other hand, in

cases of unresectable advanced tumors, treatment aiming to

improve prognosis by inhibiting tumor growth and

improving clinical symptoms is necessary [8, 13, 27]. For

this purpose, it is important to understand patient back-

grounds, particularly epidemiological background, and be

aware of the epidemiological differences between Japanese

and Western populations. Thus, the results of the present

epidemiological survey investigating the 5-year changes in

GEP-NETs in Japan will be invaluable to clinicians.
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